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May 10, 2023. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Governments around Australia consider motorcycling a fringe sport and riders as mostly 
thrill seekers with criminals in the mix. This prejudice dates back to the 1950s. Few 
governments or road authorities do anything to research/consider road registered 
motorcycles & scooters as useful commuters and/or healthy recreational machines that 
contribute to our tourism industry and riders’ well-being.  
 

A person who rides a motorcycle or scooter to work generally arrives less stressed and 
happier than a person who arrives in a car after being stuck in traffic for an extended time. 
 

When launching The State of Australian Cities, then Federal Transport Minister Anthony 
Albanese said. “… in the Australian policy context they (motorcycles & scooters) tend only 
to be mentioned in discussions about safety. This can obscure the fact that they are an 
important and growing component of the urban transport mix at a time when congestion 
drags like an anchor on our time and productivity.” The Melbourne Herald Sun. December 
4, 2012. 
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CRASH DATA AND PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 

 
 

Most research organisations rely, at least in part, on tax payer funding. Governments and 
road authorities tell researchers what they want researched so researchers rarely seek 
positive aspects to motorcycling. 
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In Victoria it is difficult to accurately measure changes to road user behaviour in the last four 
years because “crash data collection and assessment is inadequate and unreliable.” 
Collectors and assessors of crash data are the self-titled “road safety partners”. They are the 
Transport Department (VicRoads), Transport Accident Commission (TAC), Victoria Police 
(VicPol), Justice and Health. They are extremely reluctant to allow stakeholders access to 
what crash data does exist. 
 
Changes to road user behaviour during and since the C19 pandemic cannot be effectively 
assessed without assessing road environments and the methods and competence of our 
transport network managers/administrators – the road safety partners and their history. 
 

There around 4.5 million registered vehicles in Victoria. Dr Michael Czajka PhD, the MRAA 
Road Safety and Research Officer, estimates there are 180,000 road registered motorcycles 
& scooters in Victoria and probably close to 400,000 off-road, unregistered machines. 
 
 

 
 

What we can say with some certainty is that in the last four years car drivers have caused 
the majority of vulnerable road user injuries and deaths. The VACC column in the 
Melbourne Herald Sun (4/11/ 2022). “Every life lost on Victoria’s roads is a tragedy. It’s 
also an immense cost to the economy, with the value of statistical life of just one road 
death estimated to be $8.56 million in 2020 dollars.” 
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A contributing factor to Victorian road trauma is the way crash data is collected, cleansed and 
assessed. Too many casualty motorcycle crashes are caused by bad roads, animal strikes 
where the animal does not stay on site or by hit & run drivers are reported as lost control of 
the motorcycle. Road authorities blame victims after casualty crashes rather than addressing 
systemic problems with the way crash data is collected and handled and with badly managed 
road environments. 
 

LISA SKAIFE, driver training expert, wrote in Linked In (April 2023). “Data is an integral part 
of any decision-making process to determine what’s working and what’s not. Using only 
the raw numbers (deaths/serious injuries) shows the current processes/ procedures are 
NOT working, with nearly every State & Territory’s fatality rate exceeding the previous 12 
months. Road trauma costs over $32B annually, and accounts for over 70% of beds in 
emergency wards nationally. The crash rate incidence is higher than it’s ever been. Fatality 
rates have decreased over the last 2 decades, whilst serious injuries have increased. Death 
rates have decreased due to improvements in infrastructure, policing, safety features of 
cars and MEDICAL INTERVENTION. In the 18-20yo age bracket death rate is 9:100,000 
users – nearly DOUBLE the overall ratio of 4.9:100,000 users. Prevention is better than 
cure – improved education/training & testing is needed for the safety of all, especially the 
most vulnerable cohorts.” 
 

https://lnkd.in/eEEgfHSW       #roadsafetymatters  myDRIVESCHOOL® #simulationtraining 
 

It seems the number of car drivers behaving badly has increased over the last four years. Road 
injuries and deaths have increased through the C19 Pandemic.  
 

 
 

The Hobart Mercury. May 11, 2023. 

https://lnkd.in/eEEgfHSW
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=roadsafetymatters&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7053991674900811776
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mydriveschool/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=simulationtraining&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A7053991674900811776
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Dr Michael Czajka’s graph shows the risk to Victorian road registrations steadily decreasing 

between 2000 and 2019. 
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Stephen Bardsley’s graph shows two spikes in motorcycle fatal crashes since 2011. These 
crashes include unriders, unregistered and/or unlicenced riders. The actual causes of 
motorcycle crashes are not often recorded. The increase in serious motorcycle crashes since 
2019 may be caused by car driver error, bad roads or animal strikes, but, too often the 
cause is recorded as “lost control of the motorcycle” or “a motorcycle incident”.  
 

Mark Rodgers, 47, and Jodie Andrews, 42, hit a “shove” caused by heavy traffic when out for 
a ride. No speed, no alcohol or drugs, no problem with the motorcycle, an experienced rider 
and good weather. VicRoads knew there was a dangerous shove on the Great Alpine Road 
but did nothing. Mark and Jodie were thrown into an oncoming police car. In 2018  the 
Coroner found, on advice from VicPol, the cause of these deaths was “Multiple injuries 
(motor vehicle impact – motorcycle rider)”. Court Reference: COR 2015 1119. 
 

For 2 years, stakeholders at the Motorcycle Expert Advisory Panel (MEAP) at VicRoads tried 
to raise the Coroner’s finding but time was not allowed. MEAP was disbanded and the 
Motorcycle Community Engagement Panel (MCEP) invented. There have been several 
motorcycle committees going back to the Motorcycle Safety Forum in the 1980s. Each time 
a new committee is invented there are more restrictions. No one was ever held to account 
for the double fatal on the Great Alpine Road in 2018. 
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The Bendigo Advertiser. November 19, 2018. 
 

Phil White was riding his motorcycle on the Calder Highway at Tarradale. He hit a dead 
kangaroo that was hidden by a car travelling in the same direction. There was a wide, grassy 
median strip but it was fenced off by a wire rope barrier (WRB). Phil hit the barrier. He died. 
 

A similar crash on the Western Highway near Melton in 2022 took the life of a female 
motorcyclist on her way home from work. 
 
Another double fatal near Geelong where a wide grassy median was fenced with WRB. It 
failed to stop a car crossing the median and crashing into oncoming traffic. Two died.  
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Geelong TV. March 31, 2023. These examples of crashes where crash data and advice to the 
Victorian Coroner is suspect are just the tip of the iceberg. 

 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?ref=search&v=677394831064273&external_log_id=1bd530de
-bad2-447d-8f5a-a5da2e692663&q=Bell%20Post%20Hill%20Geelong%20Ring%20Road 
 
 

 
 

The cost of injuries not included. The Melbourne Herald Sun. May 11, 2023. 30 more dead 
than at this time in 2022.  

 

In spite of what the road safety partners and researchers tell the media, crash data in 
Victoria is inadequate.  No one can develop effective counter measures to road trauma 
without reliable, comprehensive crash/traffic data. Regardless of Parliamentary Inquiry 
recommendations the road safety partners resist change.  
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?ref=search&v=677394831064273&external_log_id=1bd530de-bad2-447d-8f5a-a5da2e692663&q=Bell%20Post%20Hill%20Geelong%20Ring%20Road
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?ref=search&v=677394831064273&external_log_id=1bd530de-bad2-447d-8f5a-a5da2e692663&q=Bell%20Post%20Hill%20Geelong%20Ring%20Road
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THE ROAD ENVIRONMENT 
 

Road repairs, dangerously neglected in recent years, have added to the state’s road trauma. 
A rider hit a huge pothole near Shepparton. She died. It is reported as “lost control of the 
motorcycle”. It is possible the bad road that caused the crash will not be mentioned in a 
Coroner’s inquest probably in 2025. The Weekly Times. January 25, 2023. 
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In recent years Auditor General’s reports have criticised the way VicRoads manages rural 
roads in  Victoria. Planning to keep country roads safe for more and heavier vehicles, 
drought, fire and flood damage has been less than effective with VicRoads and Regional 
Roads Victoria preferring expensive show projects and flashy media to effective road 
maintenance. Road authorities’ answer to badly damaged roads is to put up signs and lower 
speed limits. Bad roads means more wear and tear on vehicles costing people and 
businesses time and money and reducing safety. 
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The Hobart Mercury. April 8, 2023. 
 

 

 
 

The Melbourne Herald Sun. April 23, 2023. 
 

Not all new technologies enhance safety. 
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WIRE ROPE AND OTHER BARRIERS 
 
Between 2015 and 2023 hundreds of kilometres of wire rope barrier (WRB) were installed 
on Victorian roads. The cost was enormous. The MRAA was told by a VicRoads official that in 
5 years from 2015 $4 billion would be spent on WRB in Victoria. These barriers caused 
serious injuries and deaths in three ways. 
 
1.   Direct impacts. Trucks, cars, motorcycles and pushbikes hit WRB but it rarely performs as 
road authorities promote them to the tax paying public. In most cases they do not stop 
trucks or cars as advertised. VicPol do not identify and record barrier types in most crash 
reports. 

 
 

2008. The site of a double fatal crash on the Western Hwy at Dadswell Bridge in Victoria. 
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Wire rope barriers do not perform as advertised. They do not stop cars or trucks in too 
many situations. 

 
In 2022 Prime Minister Morrison’s security detail was travelling in an SUV in Tasmania. The 
SUV was hit by another car and then a w-beam barrier and on to a WRB. The WRB failed and 
the SUV rolled. Presumably the SUV was roadworthy and the driver trained and sober. The 
media blackout was swift.  

 
 

The Melbourne Herald Sun. April 18, 2022. 
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2. Indirectly by reducing emergency stopping areas. 
 

 
 

Melbourne’s Sunday Herald Sun. September 16 2018. 
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The Melbourne Herald Sun. June 18, 2022. 
 

The MRAA has repeatedly called on governments to require all crash reports to record the 
type of barrier involved in, or adjacent to, casualty crashes. Crash investigators do not 
record barrier information in most reports. 
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3. By diverting funds from rural roads to cover VicRoads’ WRB projects. Refer to Auditor 
General’s reports. WRB is the most expensive barrier ever installed on our roads. It has a 20 
year working life. In the 80 year life of a smooth concrete barrier WRB must be replaced 4 
times. It’s easily damaged. Maintenance costs are high. Funding is not transparent.  
 

 
The Moorabool News. 2023. 
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In a sales brochure from the Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia (IPWEA) dated 
March 16, 2016 an extraordinary claim was made. “Wire rope barriers (were) shown to 
reduce serious crash incidence by up to 87%”. 
 
“Researchers from Monash University Accident Research Centre (MUARC) looked at 100 
km of wire rope safety barriers (WSRB) installed on Victorian roads. They found … 
estimated reductions on individual routes ranging between 75% and 87%”. The MRAA 
understands this extraordinary estimate was based on two Melbourne roads then used to 
justify WRB installations across the state. We were not told if factors other than the crash 
rates were considered. Was traffic reduced due to activities in the area or extreme weather, 
fires or floods. We were not told if there were road works or reduced speed limits in this 
100 km or over what time the survey was conducted. 
 
The author was Nimmi Candappa then at MUARC. 
 
“The issue from the motorcyclist’s point of view though is they feel as though, because the 
posts can often be sharp on the edges, they might actually snag them in some way and 
impart greater injury than the smooth side of a concrete barrier.” 
 
Ms Candappa clearly has little motorcycling expertise. Riders collide with barriers at a 
shallow angle in most crashes. It is posts that cause greater injury to motorcycle or bicycle  
riders in any barrier system, simple logic. 
 
“In countries such as Australia and New Zealand, where larger vehicles outnumber 
motorcyclists, Candappa says road authorities have a responsibility to cater to the 
majority of road users. I think it would be questionable if we disregard a barrier or some 
form of infrastructure that is considered really, really quite good for safety for the 
majority of road users in the hope of catering for a very small percentage of road users.” 
 
This attitude to motorcycle safety is embedded in Victoria’s road safety partners. When 
WRB was being installed on roads to the Phillip Island motorcycle Grand Prix the MRAA 
complained. A policeman in the area told a Dandenong local newspaper that he felt 
motorcyclists gave up their right to road safety when they threw a leg over a motorbike. 
Many legitimate road-registered motorcycle scooter riders feel road authorities consider 
the situation to be one of mind over matter. They don’t mind and we don’t matter. 
 
The MRAA has repeatedly asked governments to require riders and drivers using vehicles 
illegally to be flagged in crash data so statistics give a more accurate picture of legitimate 
road users.   
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From a Perth, WA newspaper in 2020. A run off area fenced by WRB killed a motorcyclist. 
 

WRB kills a motorcyclist. VicRoads has continued to install wire rope barrier and this has 
contributed to motorcycle fatalities over the last four years.  
 

Posts in any barrier system increase injuries to riders. Road authorities know this. They 
install “pole covers” or pads on some WRB posts to be seen to be doing something. The 
pads are expensive and as great a hazard as bare posts. Instead of hitting a post the sliding 
body hits a simulated small tree. 
 

The posts on w-beam metal barriers are sometimes covered with a smooth metal skirt, or 
“rub rail” or “slide bars”. By doing this road authorities make metal barriers like smooth 
concrete barriers which is safer for a body sliding into a barrier at a shallow angle. 
 

From a rider’s point of view, smooth concrete barriers are safer in most crashes. Where 
possible, the safest option is no barrier. Run-off areas are cheap to install and maintain. 
Road users who have to stop can pull off the road. Run-off areas can be safe havens for road 
and emergency service workers. Research may show run-off areas may reduce animal 
strikes. See the Roadside Crash Barrier Testing. 
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W-beam with skirt covering the posts. Lake Mountain, Victoria. October 2009. 
 

 
 

The Melbourne Age. December 2018. Concrete barriers can be fitted with sliding gates. 
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THE MOTORCYCLE COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PANEL 
 

In 2021 VicRoads set up the Motorcycle Community Engagement Panel (MCEP). MCEP 
replaced the Motorcycle Expert Advisory Panel (MEAP). These replacements go right back, 
via the Victorian Motorcycle Advisory Committee (VMAC), to the Motorcycle Safety 
Forum in the 1980s. Each time VicRoads replaces a motorcycle committee transparency is 
reduced and bureaucratic control tightens. These name changes and replacements reduce 
departmental accountability in road safety.  
 

From the MCEP website. “Road Safety Victoria and its’ road safety partners are committed 
to listening to riders to understand the issues that are important to them. We know that 
motorcyclists are a very diverse group of road users with different attitudes, motivations, 
experiences and behaviours. We want to hear those varied opinions and make sure that 
all riders are represented in the way we approach road safety.” 
 

Stakeholders are not allowed to elect their own representatives. They are not allowed to 
raise issues or add items to agendas. They are not allowed to see the minutes of MCEP 
meetings. It took the MRAA six months to get copies of some heavily censored MCEP 
minutes through Freedom of Information. MCEP meetings directly effect the safety and well 
being of Victoria’s legitimate motorcycle community.  
 

https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/safety-and-road-rules/motorcyclist-safety/motorcycling-
community-engagement-panel 
 

The motorcycle community has not been engaged by MCEP. The Department of Transport 
(DoT) paid Hayes Recruitment $17,000 from the Transport Accident Commission’s (TAC) 
motorcycle safety levy known in the motorcycle community as the TAC tax. Hays assisted in 
the short listing of candidates but DoT selected the MCEP members. MCEP members are 
paid under section C of the Victorian Government Guidelines. 
 
On 28 Jan 2023, at 3:02 pm, Professor Marcus Wigan wrote: 
 

After a considerable time, redacted agendas have finally been extracted from the Victorian 
Government. I would like to express my gratitude to Damien for persevering for so long 
through the Freedom of Information (FoI) process. The necessity for which should be 
unnecessary and is clearly counterproductive. Secrecy and disablement of any meaningful 
engagement is extremely destructive. It has clearly vastly reduced both the effectiveness 
and the credibility of both the Motorcycle Community Engagement Panel (MCEP) and the 
Government. I therefore have the following constructive observations, based not only on 
my professional background in such fields, but on active participation in the very successful 
Victorian Motorcycle Advisory Committee (VMAC). 
 

1. That there is nothing that should not be made public prior to each MCEP meeting. Permit 
interested parties, especially riders, to have adequate time to input observations and 
questions to MCEP members in time for them to be addressed at MCEP meetings 
 
 
 

https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/safety-and-road-rules/motorcyclist-safety/motorcycling-community-engagement-panel
https://www.vicroads.vic.gov.au/safety-and-road-rules/motorcyclist-safety/motorcycling-community-engagement-panel
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2. That MCEP clearly invites externals to discuss agenda points, but as far as I can see only 
those specialists under contract to the government (MUARC in this case). This should be 
extended to those with material presentations on subjects of concern or proposals for 
action, especially where levy funds are concerned 
 
3. It is peculiar -and immediately engenders suspicion as to the politicisation of the 
discussions and conclusions for to lack of transparency  example-no that when suggestions 
are made by those with solid professional backgrounds are not invited to present the MCEP 
meetings when their proposals are to be discussed 
 
May I propose that in the interests of road safety, credibility of the proposals considered, 
and to reestablish at least some measure of currently minimal trust and low level of 
credibility of MCEP that these observations are taken seriously. I would be happy to engage 
in a constructive exchange with the Ministers advisors to see what constructive measures 
might now be initiated. Far too long a time has passed while the trust and engagement 
levels have steadily fallen. This is not in the interest of riders, however convenient it might 
be regarded for political control and management. 
 
Professor Marcus Wigan 
Melbourne, Victoria. 
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CAR DRIVER BEHAVIOUR DURING AND SINCE THE COVID PANDEMIC 
 

An anti-motorcycle culture has long existed in the Victorian road safety partners and in parts 
of the Australian media. Media units vilify motorcyclists. 
 

 

 
 

The Melbourne Herald Sun. September 9, 2022. No numbers surveyed, time period or 
methodology mentioned. Were unriders and unregistered step-on scooters included? 

 

 
This stereotyping creates resentment in car drivers. It generates road rage in some drivers. 
It has increased in the last 4 years. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/@damiencodognotto6983/playlists 
 

Please watch the TOY RUN for FATHER BOB video to see how the media often links positive 
motorcycling stories to negative news. The vilification got worse in the COVID years. 

https://www.youtube.com/@damiencodognotto6983/playlists?fbclid=IwAR1oXYeL6qrYnwiaAY0NQAofIUNzwSO85CSunJRg1dzUoXBzO4HQzi_9TC4
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During COVID lock downs car drivers seemed to spend less time on the road while 
motorcycle scooter riders were going for rides. The risk of a COVID infection was virtually nil 
when riding solo and wearing a helmet and face covering. Going for a ride had at least two 
benefits. It reduced the stress of the pandemic and it kept motorcycle & scooter riders in 
touch with the road. 
 

During the COVID pandemic, with health, family, money, employment and other concerns, 
some drivers may have taken alcohol and/or drugs. Then they may have continued after 
restrictions relaxed. As COVID restrictions relaxed, frustration with the return of serious traffic 
congestion stressed some drivers which may have led to aggression, road rage and hit & run 
incidents. The mental health of some drivers post pandemic is a serious concern.  
 

 
The Melbourne Herald Sun. April 16, 2023. 

 

 
The Melbourne Herald Sun. April 18, 2023. 
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The Melbourne Herald Sun. April 20, 2023. 
 

 
 

The Hobart Mercury. April 20, 2023. 
 

 
 

The Melbourne Herald Sun. May 2023. 
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Development of car technologies continued through the COVID pandemic. Since 2000 cars 
have become bigger, better insulated against sound, safer for occupants, loaded with high 
tech distractions and comforts for drivers. This has led to overconfidence and a lack of 
awareness of other road users in too many drivers.  
 
At the same time the driving task has been dumbed down to a dangerous extent. In the last 
four years riders have seen a significant increase in car drivers operating large vehicles 
without due care and attention.  Driver training and retraining should be in schools with 
teachers having to obtain a tertiary qualification. 
 
There are too few visible police on Victorian roads. 
 
Too many aggressive drivers harass road motorcycle, scooter and bicycle riders.  
 
Experienced bicycle, motorcycle or scooter riders are safer car drivers. 
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SALES OF POWERED TWO-WHEELERS CONTINUE TO RISE 
 

Federal Government subsidies on new, electric, road registered, motorcycles and scooters 
made or assembled by Australian companies should equal new electric car subsidies but 
motorcycles and scooters are specifically excluded. 

 
A new Chinese electric MG4 costs more than $50,000 drive-away. Range 435 kms. 
A new Toyota electric RAV 4 SUV will cost about $75,000 drive away. Range 461 kms. 
A new FONZ electric road registered Arthur scooter costs $4500. Range 130m kms. 
A new Savic electric motorcycle costs around $20,000. 

 
Electric motorcycles are being made or assembled here by Australian companies. That means 
jobs, skills and profits stay here and we are less reliant on imports. Fonz Moto in Sydney, Savic 
in Melbourne and Benzina Zero in Brisbane are companies that should be encouraged 
producing machines for commuters that should be subsidised. 

 
 

FONZMOTO road registered electric scooters are made in Sydney. 
 

Fonzmoto.com – New South Wales 
Benzinazero.com - Queensland 
Savicmotorcycles.com - Victoria 
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The Melbourne Herald Sun. August 30, 2022. 

 

Traffic congestion is a serious problem. Subsidising cars and not commuter scooters doesn’t 
make financial sense. 70% of traffic in cities is made up of single occupant cars. These slow 
and hinder traffic flow costing in lost productivity and costly road repairs. 

 

Commuter scooters and motorcycles take up less space reducing traffic congestion. Five 
scooters fit in a car bay. More people riding to work means less traffic congestion and more 
parking for people who have to use cars.  
 

The C19 pandemic, war in Europe and the Middle East has damaged the world economy. A 
lot of Australians are looking at ways to save time and money to pay the rent or mortgage 
and cover child care, food and school fees. Electric commuter scooters are a cost-effective 
alternative to a car. Medium & high-density dwellings are the norm in cities so here is less car 
space. 

 

Australia’s population will grow. There will be more international students and migrants. 
Many of these people are from cities where commuter scooters are common. In Australia 
riding road registered scooters & motorcycles is safer than it has ever been mostly due to 
safer clothing, better equipment and better training. 
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Governments should recognise that powered two-wheel personal transport has been steadily 
growing for decades. It’s here to stay. They should encourage electric road scooters & 
motorcycles and subsidise training and protective clothing. 
 

REGISTERED ELECTRIC SCOOTERS    UNREGISTERED STEP-ON SCOOTERS 
 

Number plate required     No number plate required 
Compulsory third party insurance (TAC)   No compulsory third party insurance 
Contributes financially to the transport system  No financial contribution to the transport system 
Motorcycle helmet required    Motorcycle helmet not required 
Rider training required     Rider training not required 
Knowledge of road law required    Knowledge of road law not required 
Medium range      Short range 
Medium goods carrying capacity    No goods carrying capacity 
Not allowed on footpaths     Allowed on footpaths 
Not dumped on footpaths     Dumped on footpaths 
Alternatives to cars for commuting    No alternatives to cars for commuting 
Reduces traffic congestion     Does not reduce traffic congestion 
Frees up car parking spaces    Does not free up car parking spaces 
Australian companies     Not Australian companies  
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TOURISTS 
 

https://www.rsac.tas.gov.au/visitingdrivers/   
 

Click the link for touring motorcyclists. Riders visiting Victoria and Tasmania make 
significant contributions to both economies. The Victorian road safety partners 
attitude to motorcyclists is very different to the Tasmanian Government  as this video 
shows. 
   

Crashes involving tourists on international drivers licences are a problem. We are told that in 
some countries people who have no training and little or no experience driving can buy an 
international licence for a small fee. We understand there are international agreements but 
these must be reviewed. International licences and inbound flights are the responsibility of 
the federal Government but Victoria has influence and should encourage action on these 
issues. 

 

A starting point would be a study of major property damage, serious injury and fatal road 
crashes, Australia wide, to find out how many drivers and riders crashed while on an 
international licence and what their nationalities were. 
 

There should be a road rules test for inbound international tourists to ensure they understand 
the basics, speed zones, drive on the left and so on. This could be done when they fill in the 
customs declaration. 
  

There should be a 24 hour ban on hire cars after arrival in Australia on a long flight, say over 
8 hours. Some internationals do not understand the distances involved in travelling this 
continent. They get out of the airport, hire a car and head off on a long journey. 
 

TT Line ferries across Bass Straight are part of the national highway system. motorcycles & 
scooter riders should pay a fee that reflects the size and weight of their machines. Say 20% of 
the fee for a car. The TT line distributes road safety advice to travellers as leaflets and on the 
big screens on the ferries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rsac.tas.gov.au%2Fvisitingdrivers%2F&data=05%7C01%7Ctrade.minister%40dfat.gov.au%7Cdaf51437bf124e16977808db2737bb83%7C9b7f23b30e8347a58a40ffa8a6fea536%7C0%7C0%7C638146892545019954%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8bxlka22IW4ToEiAmOdk6lhximQup%2BvSM8HR3VQJACQ%3D&reserved=0
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Hobart’s Sunday Mercury. December 11, 2022. 
 
UNRIDERS  
 

Cost and difficulty getting a motorcycle licence cause more people to ride road bikes illegally. 
They are called unriders. The road safety partners refuse to flag unriders in crash data. This 
distorts statistics making legitimate motorcycling appear more dangerous than it is. There are 
undrivers too. These road users often have no training or knowledge of road law.  
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The Tasmanian Road Safety Advisory Council “Full Gear” program is positive. It helps would-
be riders get into legitimate motorcycle & scooter riding. Victorian councils and the State 
Government should adopt these programs. 
 

November 2022. 
 

Please read the attached article and editorial from yesterday’s Melbourne Herald Sun 
(October 31, 2022). The attitude is pretty negative. Blame the victims. I think it is a small 
step but an important one.  I think a significant number of unriders are people who would ride 
legally if it was not so expensive/difficult to be properly trained and licensed to ride. 
 

Damien Codognotto OAM 
MRAA Spokesperson 
 
What the articles don't tell you is the number of unriders. In ~2001 it was ~35% in quiet years it 
drops to 10-12% i.e. Similar to cars. There is some upward pressure on the fatalities because the 
number of riders keeps increasing i.e. Simply keeping the number of fatalities at the same level 
as previous years is an underappreciated achievement. 
 
Dr Michael Czajka PhD 
MRAA Road Safety & Research Officer 
 

 

 
From the RACT magazine Journeys. June 2022. 
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The Melbourne Herald Sun. 2022. 
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From the RACT magazine Journeys. June 2022. 
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THE TRANSPORT ACCIDENT COMMISSION (TAC) 
 

The TAC is a Victorian Government owned insurer with a monopoly on a compulsory 
product. It has no need to promote itself. Its’ primary role should be to care for and 
rehabilitate victims of road crashes. Its’ secondary role should be to promote road safety.  
 
The TAC’s employees who work with crash victims do a superb job. 
 
The Board of management however, are administrators with little or no expertise in road 
safety or transport. It has a high turnover as professional directors find other positions. The 
Chair, Mr Joe Calafiore, recently left. At the time of writing the TAC Board Chair was vacant.  
 
All attempts to have a member with road safety expertise appointed to the TAC Board have 
failed. It is a closed shop. An executive leadership team reports to the Board and oversees 
the TAC’s operations. 
 
The TAC takes vast amounts of money from Victorian road users. Compulsory third party 
vehicle insurance premiums may not be the TAC’s only source of income. This money should 
be used to care for and rehabilitate crash victims first and foremost. It should not be used to 
sponsor bicycle races, golf tournaments and sporting activities or facilities.  
 
From the TAC website. May 2023. “Victorian clubs rewarded for road safety commitment. 
The Transport Accident Commission will give thousands of football and netball clubs 
across Victoria an opportunity to share in $600,000 for kicking road safety goals this 
season.” 
 
From the TAC website. “Quality and safeguards. The TAC recognises that universal human 
rights and protections apply to all TAC clients and we support our clients to exercise these 
rights.” If that is so, how does the TAC justify the motorcycle safety levy?  
 
The levy is a targeted tax. It applies only to road registered motorcycles & scooters. 
Motorcyclists who know about the TAC tax say it is a universal human right not to be 
discriminated against by the Victorian Government. 
 
The TAC tax was introduced without consultation some twenty years ago. It was $50 a year 
on each registered motorcycle or scooter. It was later indexed and in 2023 it is around $75 
for the first machine.  No other transport mode is discriminated against in this way. 
 
The TAC tax is hidden. It does not appear on vehicle registration renewals. The exact 
amount a rider pays is not obvious. This may be to avoid negative reactions from riders who 
pay as much or more than car drivers to The TAC through VicRoads registration renewals.   
The MRAA complained to the Ombudsman that the TAC tax should be clearly itemised on 
the renewal form. A private company would not get away with adding a hidden cost to a bill. 
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Also on the renewal form should be the statement that the TAC tax was only payable on one 
registered machine. It is not. TAC/VicRoads claim to have a system in place to ensure riders 
do not overpay but it is near impossible for stakeholders to check how well this system 
works. Stories of the difficulties in getting a refund abound. 
 

From the 2012 Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into Motorcycle safety. “The two terms of 
reference dealing with motorcycle compensation and the safety levy drew strongly argued 
submissions and witness statements. The Committee was presented with seemingly 
persuasive arguments both for and against increases to the accident premium paid by 
motorcyclists. However, the Committee found that increasing the premium paid by 
motorcyclists could not be justified on the available evidence and in any case went against 
the purpose and structure of the accident compensation scheme. The safety levy is a 
contentious charge and represents the only example of a levy applied to a specific road 
user group. The issues identified by the Committee with respect to the levy were 
multifaceted. They ranged from the oversight arrangements applied to its’ use, through to 
the effectiveness of safety levy projects and the effectiveness of the levy overall. 
Important  findings included the absence of project evaluations and qualitative reviews 
which make it difficult to measure its effectiveness.” 
 

“Recommendation 25: That the motorcycle safety levy be abolished.” 
 

The TAC does not spend all of the TAC tax it reaps each year. When TAC does spend it, it 
does not necessarily spend it on motorcycle safety projects. Consultation is minimal. 
 

 
To May 12, 2023, respondents to the MRAA compulsory third party insurance survey 

numbered 742. Most were Victorians. The survey is ongoing. 
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The TAC tax is part of the anti-motorcycle culture in TAC. The concept of improving motorcycle 
safety by reducing exposure to motorcycles is real. The TAC tax is not just unfair and 
discriminatory, it deters novice riders from buying protective clothing and better equipment. 
 

Instead of sporting sponsorships a better, fairer way to reward safe road use would be no-
claim-bonuses. In 2023 many Victorians are struggling with financial hardship. No-claim-
bonuses make CTP insurance cheaper for responsible road users. Why should a 50-year-old 
who has never made a CTP claim pay the same premium as a 25-year-old who has? 
 

 
 

 
Hobart Airport car park. February 9, 2022. To promote protective clothing for commuters 

TAC should sponsor lockers at park & ride facilities. 
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The TAC spends huge amounts of money on media campaigns. Video ads cost a lot to make 
and more to broadcast. There have been several TV ads that have had serious errors. A 
bicycle rider in a no bicycle zone, a motorcyclist doing more than the speed limit, another 
motorcyclist taking a corner in a dangerous manner on the Black Spur. The Black spur ad had 
to be withdrawn and re-edited because the TAC officials ignored motorcycling experts’ 
advice on taking the corners safely.   
 

A central Victorian highway was closed for 3 days to film a wire rope barrier promotion by 
crashing an SUV into a centre-of-the-road installation. The claim being that this kind of fence 
prevented head-on crashes and did not sling cars back into same direction traffic. It was 
false and misleading. The SUV was driven by a stuntman wearing a helmet and controlling 
the speed and steering of the car. In most real crashes the SUV would be travelling at 
highway speed. This crash was slower. Depending on the reason for the crash the driver 
would not be able to steer. At the end of the ad what appears to be an actor speaking a 
scripted piece to camera about how wire rope barrier had saved his life in a similar crash. 
 
The  Transport  Accident  Commission 
Mr Joe Calafiore 
Chief Executive Officer 
February 2022 
 
https://youtu.be/Kxkxx1iR7CE 
 
In reply to a Freedom of Information request VicRoads wrote that this TV ad, made in 2017/18, 
cost $1.6 million. This amount did not including the VicPol operation closing the highway for three 
days. VicRoads also wrote that paperwork related to spending this $1.6 million did not exist. We 
took it that they could write this because the Transport Accident Commission (TAC) paid for the 
TV ad in question. 
 
What funds did the $1.6 million come from? That is, did TAC use compulsory third party (CTP) 
insurance premiums, the Motorcycle Safety Levy (MSL) or TAC investment returns? We 
understand that a Geelong based company, MAX ACTION VEHICLES, was paid to make the TV 
ad. Is that correct? If so, how much was Max Action Vehicles paid? How much did the VicPol 
operation to close the Central Victorian highway for three days cost? 
 
Regarding the current TAC campaign promoting road motorcycle protective clothing on TV and 
other media. How much has TAC spent? Where did the funds come from, that is, CTP insurance 
premiums, MSL or TAC investment returns? Does TAC and/or VicRoads have any plans to make 
other items of road motorcycle protective clothing compulsory? 
 
Damien Codognotto OAM 
MRAA Spokesperson 
 

THE MRAA felt the TAC wire rope barrier ad was misleading. We asked what independent 
organisation would have an unbiased look at our complaint and make a fair judgement. The 
ACCC would not consider the MRAA complaint, nor would the Ombudsman or Advertising 
Standards. It's important. It's road safety. Four years later the Department of Transport's 
Rebecca Skelton finally confirmed what we suspected. There is no complaints system for 
VicRoads/TAC media output. 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/transport-accident-commission_behind-the-scenes-of-tac-
motorcycle-safety-activity-6897341542269272064-IUGM 
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https://youtu.be/Kxkxx1iR7CE
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Compare this video of a real crash at Johns River, NSW, with the TAC wire rope barrier TV 
promotion. 
 

https://youtu.be/FDtXm3J0dDM  
 

The Department of Transport was aware of the danger to road users of the exposed ends of 
wire rope barriers from around 2011 because the manufacturers told them in writing. It was 
the end of the wire rope barrier at Pyalong that killed 4 young men. 
 

In 2022/23 a shock/horror protective motorcycle clothing ad cost around $2 million. These 
ads have limited effect over a short time. $2 million could buy novice riders protective 
clothing that would work and last longer than a video of a rider being ripped apart.  A better 
use of our money would be discounting quality protective clothing. Australia has a 
motorcycle clothing rating system – MotoCap. A person pays for learner permit training. 
They get a receipt which gets them a discount. One star 5%, two Stars 10%, and so on. 
Riders with quality gear take pride in it and look after it. 
 

 
 

The Melbourne Sunday Herald Sun. May 7, 2023. The TAC has become a giant cash cow for 
the Victorian Government at Victorian road users’ expense. 
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RESEARCH, INQUIRIES AND ATTITUDES 
 

In 1903 the first motorcycle shop opened in Elizabeth Street, Melbourne and the Automobile 
Club of Victoria (RACV) was founded by 3 motorcyclists.  
 

Between the world wars motorcycle and sidecar outfits were affordable and acceptable 
family transport. Victorians built motorcycles. Victorians excelled in motorcycle sports. 
Motorcycle races drew bigger crowds than the cricket. Doctors and nurses visited patients on 
motorcycles and the RACV service vehicles were sidecar outfits.. 
 

After WW2 Australian Governments decided to build a car industry. To sell cars motorcycles 
were portrayed as dirty and dangerous. Mothers were told motorcyclists were evil. That 
prejudice has cost many lives and shattered many families. It has increased road rage and 
thwarted unbiased research. It lingers in 2023. 
 

From the 1993 Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into Motorcycle Safety. Preamble 2, 3 & 4.  
 

“In july 1989, the Motorcycle Riders Association published Motorcycling is Magic and 
claimed that: 
 

The Victorian Government had a negative attitude towards motorcycling and no written 
policy about motorcycles; and 
 

Attitude was a major factor inroad trauma and road user education could change attitudes. 
Therefore, VicRoads should adopt a written policy ‘to encourage the use of VicRoads rider 
training facilities. 
 

The Motorcycle Riders Association also suggested that financial incentives should be 
introduced to encourage the use of the State’s rider training facilities. For example a 30% 
discount on the Transport Accident Commission charge for one year for riders who produce 
a certificate from an approved rider training school. … 
 

The Committee is aware of the negative attitude of many Victorians to motorcycles and 
motorcycle riders. It is the view that this opinion has been engendered by the adverse 
publicity given to the non-riding behaviour of some motorcycle user groups, occasional 
irresponsible and frightening riding behaviour, the physical appearance of some motorcycle 
riders and the relatively small number of motorcycles on the road. This attitude has been 
reinforced by the natural emphasis of some road safety experts on serious road injury and 
death without consideration for the economic and social benefits of motorcycle use for 
those who ride safely. 
 

See quotes from Dr Nimmi Candappa, then at Monash University Accident Research Centre 
on page 20. 
 

In the 2020 Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry into the Road Toll Increase report section 6.6 is on 
motorcycling: "... the Committee repeats its' disappointment with the lack of cooperation 
from Victoria's road safety partners and calls for a cultural change as a matter of 
urgency." 
 
It seems there is little text and no photos of motorcycles in car driver training manuals 
online or in print. This leads car drivers to believe motorcyclists are of little importance. 
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The Melbourne Herald Sun. December 4, 2012. Then Federal Transport Minister Anthony 
Albanese told John Masanauskas. “… in the Australian policy context they 

(motorcycles)tend only to be mentioned in discussions about safety. … This can obscure 
the fact that they are an important and growing component of the urban transport mix at 

a time when congestion drags like an anchor on our time and productivity.”  
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The Melbourne Age. July 15, 2011. Ian Munro reported. “ … As a state parliamentary inquiry 
uncovered almost 20 years ago, the state roads, licensing and registration authority, 
VicRoads had a policy of ‘not implementing any programs that could be construed as 
encouraging motorcycling’ Having decided that motorcycling was inherently risky, VicRoads 
thought it best to do nothing to make it safer in case this encouraged more people to take 
it up. VicRoads has formally abandoned the policy, but in the licensing system its legacy 
seemingly lingers. …”  
 

From the 2012 Parliamentary Inquiry into Motorcycle Safety pages xx and xxi. 
 

“ … more can be done and needs to be done. … During the course of this Inquiry, injured 
riders and their families and those who have lost loved ones as the result of a motorcycle 
crash, shared their experiences with the Committee. As one participant stated to me, ‘the 
legacy left behind when a motorcyclists dies on Victorian roads lies not with them but with 
their partners, children, parents and other family, and community. It is these people who 
will benefit from improvements in motorcycle safety, as well as the motorcyclists 
themselves.”  Mr Murray Thompson MP. 
 

The road safety partners’ and media’s anti-motorcycle culture has affected more than on-
road behaviour. It has affected funding decisions and research decisions in negative ways. 
 

“ … The first and arguably most important theme was the lack of accurate and robust data 
both for crashes and trauma. Many arguments, proposals and observations made in 
submissions and witness statements were based or justified on crash and trauma data. 
However, the significant data issues identified by the Committee meant much of the 
evidence presented to the Committee was difficult to verify. Therefore, reliance on this data 
for the purposes of introducing new interventions was iun the Committee’s view 
inappropriate. In the absence of conclusive data it was not possible for the Committee to 
make definitive findings or recommendations. Addressing data issues is the single most 
critical aspect of our future response to motorcycle safety.” 
 

Since 2000 most of the papers/research Australian road authorities quote to justify 
restrictions and taxes on road motorcycling are more than 20 years old. Too often they are 
just opinions on papers written far away and long ago. A lot has changed on Australian roads 
since 2000. Steve Bardsley MBA writes about Australian motorcycling in the 2020s. He is a 
member of the Motorcycle Riders Association Australia Executive.    
 
https://swinburne.academia.edu/SteveBardsley 
 
independent.academia.edu/damiencodognotto  
 
Since 2019 little has been done to reduce road trauma in Victoria. The road safety partners 
policies obviously fail year after year. They resist change and continue to blame the rising road 
toll on the victims rather than address well documented systemic problems particularly with 
data collection and assessment.  
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Recommendations 
 

1. Establish a crash/traffic data office, independent of Victoria’s road safety partners, 
with at least 6 regional units. 2012 Parliamentary Inquiry into Motorcycle Safety. 
Recommendation 1: That an independent office of road safety data be created which 
will be responsible for collecting, collating, interpreting and publishing all data 
relevant to road safety. …”  
 

2. Instruct crash investigators to identify and record road barrier types involved in, or 
adjacent to, crashes in all crash reports. 
 

3. Remove VicPol as official advisors to the Coroner to avoid conflicts of interest. 
 

4. Abolish the discriminatory TAC tax. 2012 Parliamentary Inquiry into Motorcycle 
Safety. “Recommendation 25: That the motorcycle safety levy be abolished.” 
 

5. TAC should subsidise rider training, retraining and licencing to improve road safety 
and to reduce the number of unriders. Rider training and licencing to be widely 
available on weekends and holidays. Experienced riders are safer car drivers.  
 

6. TAC to subsidise protective clothing using MotoCap rating system. 
 

7. TAC to subsidise lockers for protective clothing in secure parking areas. 
 

8. Make compensation paid to crash victims, or their loved ones, transparent. 
 

9. Compensation paid to crash victims or their loved ones must not be paid on the 
condition that confidentiality agreements are signed and/or waive their right to 
legal action against a road authority. 
 

10.  Flag unriders in crash data and statistics. 
 

11.  Commission a search of videos, photographs and media stories on Australian 
crashes involving road barriers over the last five years. 
 

12.  Commission a positive driver awareness campaign for TV, radio, print and online 
featuring the benefits of road motorcycles & scooters for all road users.  
 

13.  Include text and photos of motorcycles in online car driver training manuals and 
print books. 
 

14.  Establish a committee of elected representatives (MPs with staff) to write the 
Government responses to Inquiry Committees’ recommendations to avoid conflicts 
of interest. 

 

Contacts:     
 

Damien Codognotto OAM                       Hobart                               0419 846 855. 
 

Dr Michael Czajka PhD RMIT   Melbourne      0403 073 055. 
 

Stephen Bardsley MBA Swinburne Melbourne      0409 848 428. 


